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ABSTRACT. For members of a large class of locally convex spaces over
a non-archiraedean valued field it is proved that weakly precompact
subsets are precompact (Theorem 3.8). Also, the answer to a question
of Gruson and van der Put ([2D, Problem following 5.8) is given.
k
INTRODUCTION. In C32 Monna proved that in a Banach space over a 
spherically complete field each weakly convergent sequence is norm 
convergent. In [5] van Rooij considered a larger class of Banach spaces
(thus, including also certain spaces over nonspherically complete 
fields) and also strengthened Monna*s conclusion by showing that 
each weakly compact set is compact. (In the same spirit is Cl], Pro­
position 3a, stating that, in a locally convex space over a spheri­
cally complete field, every weakly c-compact set is c-compact.) All 
these properties indicate the deviation from the classical theory of 
spaces over 3R or C.
In this note we shall compare 'weak precompactness1 to 'precom- 
pactness1. This time, the results depend heavily on whether the sca­
lar field is locally compact or not (Theorems 2.2 and 3.8(1)).
§ 1. PRELIMINARIES
For terms that are unexplained here we refer to [4], [7],
Throughout K is a non-archimedean nontrivially valued complete field
with valuation |. We set |k := {|x | : X € K}, |k | ;= the closure 
»
Of;|k| in JR. B (Of 1) :» {X € K : |x| £ 1}.
4A subset A of a K-vector space E is absolutely convex if x ,y  € A,
X,y e B (0/1) implies Xx+yy e A. Such an absolutely convex set is
if, for each x £ E, the set {|x| : X e K, Xx e A} is closed in 
K|. For a set X <=■ e, co X is the smallest absolutely convex set con­
taining X, [ x ]  is the K-linear span of X. If E carries a topology,
the closure of a set S c E is denoted S. Instead of co x we shall
write co x. For an absolutely convex set A c e the usual formula 
p* (x) - inf{ X : A £ K, x e Xa} defines a (non-archimedean) semi-A
norm p on CAl# the seminorm associated to A. We have p„(x) e |k
A 1 u"" A
for all x € [a].
A (non-archimedean) Banach space E over K 'is of countable type 
([4], p.66) if there exists a countable set X c e with Cx] = E.
PROPOSITION 1.1
^  is an equivalent norm in E for which E has an orthogo­
nal base.
(ii) For every closed linear subspace D of E there exists ja conti 
nuous linear projection of E onto D.
Proof. [4], Theorem 3.16 (ii) , (v).
A locally convex space over K is a K~vector space E with a topology 
induced by (non-archimedean) seminorras in the usual way ([7]). 
Throughout we assume that E is Hausdorff. Its dual space E' is the 
space of all continuous linear functions E K.
A subset X of a locally convex space E over K is (a) compactoid ([4], 
p. 134) if for every neighbourhood U of 0 in E there exist n e |N and 
x^ , ...,x^ e E such that X c u+co(x^,...,x^). If X is a compactoid 
then so are co X, co X and are subsets of X. Precompact subsets of E 
are compactoid.
PROPOSITION 1.2 Let E be a Banach space over K, let A c E be bounded 
and absolutely convex.
I È  eac^ countable subset of A Is a compactoid then so is A. 
Suppose E has an orthogonal base. Then A jjs a^ compactoid if and 
only if each orthogonal sequence in A tends to 0.
Proof. [4], Theorems 4.37 and 4.38.
Let E be a locally convex space over K. For each continuous seminorm
p , let E be the completion of the normed space E :- E/Kerp withP P
the quotient norm induced by p. The canonical maps ir : E -* E (whereP P
p runs through the collection of all continuous seminorms) induce a
map
7T : E -► II E~PP
which is (since E is Hausdorff) a linear homeomorphism into.
A locally convex space E over K is of countable type (C6], Definition
4.3) if each E is of countable type. (This definition is less restricp
tive than/’Cx] - E for some X c E, X is countable'.)
PROPOSITION 1.3 Let E be either a_ locally convex space over spheri- 
complete K or a locally convex space of countable type over K.
UL 35 c E closed» absolutely convex and edged and if x e E\B 
then there exists an f 6 E ’ for which |f(B)| £ 1, |f(x)| > 1.
(ii) The weak topology on E is Hausdorff.
(iii) Let D be a linear subspace of E. Any f e D 1 has an extension in 
E r .
(iv) For any X c E,
x bounded X is weakly bounded ** X dls a weak compactoid. 
Let X c e be & compactoid. Then, on X, the topology of E and 
the weak topology coincide. X i£ closed if and only if X is 
weakly closed.
Proof.
(i) [6], Theorem 4.7 (Theorem 4.4).
(ii) Follows from (i).
(iii) [6], Theorem 4,2.
A
(iv) [6]r Corollary 7.7 and the observation that dim E < 00 for eachP
weakly continuous seminorm p ,
(v) [6l, Theorems 5.12 and 5.13.
§ 2 LOCALLY COMPACT SCALAR FIELDS
Throughout § 2, K is locally compact.
PROPOSITION 2.1 Each compactoid in a locally convex space over K is 
precompact.
Proof. Let A be a compactoid in a locally convex space E over K, let
U be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of 0 in E. By compactoidity
there exist x.,...,x e E such that A <= u+co(x, ,...,x ). The formulaI n I n
n
H A.x ,1 n 1 i “l
defines a continuous map K *+ E sending B(0,1) onto co(x.,...,x ).l n
Hence, the latter set is compact so there exists a finite set F c E
such that co(x„,...,x ) c F+U. Then also A c f+U. For each x e F for2 n
which (x+u) n A # 0, choose an x' e (x+u) n A. Then x*+U * x+U. These
I
x* form a finite set F' c a  for which
A c f '+U.
It follows that A is precompact.
THEOREM 2.2 A subset of _a locally convex space over K is weakly pre~ 
compact if and only if it is bounded.
Proof. If X is weakly precompact then X is weakly bounded, hence 
bounded (Proposition 1.3 (iv)). If, conversely, X is bounded then X 
is weakly bounded, hence weakly compactoid (Proposition 1.3 (iv)). By 
Proposition 2.1, X is weakly precompact.
We see that weakly precompact sets are In general not precompact for 
the initial topology. The picture changes/ however, if we consider 
compactness.
compact
and only if it is weakly compact.
Proof, For Banach spaces this is proved in [5], Theorem 5,2. Now let 
A be a weakly compact subset of a locally convex space E. The canoni- 
cal injection
e — ► h e " 
p p
maps A homeomorphically into a subset of II tt (A) . The latter set is
P P
compact since each it (A) is weakly compact, hence compact, in E . Thus,P P
A is precompact, hence a compactoid. By Proposition 1.3 (v) , the weak 
topology and the initial topology coincide on A. It follows that A is 
compact.
§ 3 NON-LOCALLY COMPACT SCALAR FIELDS
Throughout § 3, K is not locally compact. 
The key lemma is the following.
LEMMA 3.1 In a Banach space E of countable type over K no infinite 
orthonormal set is weakly precompact.
Proof. As K is not locally compact we can choose p^/p2**«- e B{0,1)
for which inf P -P > Js. Let e„,e„,... be an infinite orthonormal^ n m 1 2n*m
system in E. The formula
n n
f( £ X.e.) = E X.p: 
i = i  1 1  i - i  1 1
(n e IN, X. ,... ,X c K)l n
defines a continuous linear K-valued function f on [ e ^ , e ^ , B y  
Proposition 1.3 (iii)/ f extends to an element g of E ’- The set
U := {x e E : |g(x)I S
is a weak neighbourhood of 0. We claim that e^+U/e^+U,... are pairwise
disjoint (which implies that {e^e^#--*} is not weakly precompact). In
fact, let n,m € U  and (e +U) n (e +U) * 0. Then e -e e U andn m n m
P -p I = |f(e )-f(e ) I n m n m ‘ g(e -e ) £ *3. n m
It follows that n = m.
Our next step is to prove that weakly precompact sets in E are normcom- 
pactoid (Proposition 3.4).
Remark. For a subset X of a Banach space (of countable type) over K, 
consider the following statements.
(a) For each c e (0,1), each c-orthogonal sequence in X tends to 0. 
(3) X is a coinpactoid.
It is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.1 that (a) holds for a weakly 
precompact X. Also we have (a) *> (3) for any bounded absolutely 
convex X ([4], Theorem 4.37). Annoyingly, I have not been able to 
extend (a) *> (3) to arbitrary subsets X.
LEMMA 3.2 Let X be ¿1 nonempty precompact subset of locally convex 
space E over K. For each continuous seminorm p
max p 
X
exists.
Proof. Set p(X) (p(x) : x € X}. Let a e X, p(a) > 0; we prove that 
{r £ p(x) : r > p(a)} is finite. The set
U {x e E : p(x) £ p(a)}
is an open absolutely convex neighbourhood of 0 in E. By precompactness
there exist x,,...,x e X such that1 n
n
X c u (x.+U).Ti=l
For each i e {l,...,n} we have either p(x.) i p(a) (then p ^ p(a) on
X
x.+U) or p(x.) > p(a) (then p is constant on x.+U).
1 i
PROPOSITION 3.3 Let A be an open absolutely convex subset of an infi­
nite dimensional Banach space of countable type over K. Then there is 
no weakly precompact set X <=■ E for which A = co X.
Proof. Suppose A = co X for some weakly precorapact X. X is weakly
9bounded hence bounded (Proposition 1.3 (iv)) so A is bounded. There­
fore the seminorm associated to A is a norm || || inducing the topo­
logy of E. We have
|| x |j € Jkf for all x e E
(*)
{x e E ; llxll < 1} c A c {x e E : llxll < 1} ,
Let {e^ : i e l} be a (possibly empty) maximal || || -orthonormal set
in X and consider
B := co {e, : i e i}.
3 »
Then B c A, B is absolutely convex, closed and edged. Suppose B * A
Then by Proposition 1.3 (i) there exists an f e E 1 with sup |f| :£ 1
B
and sup |f > 1. We have
A
sup |f| = sup J f j = sup 
A co X X
so that, by Lemma 3.2,
max j f j = max f | 
A X
exists. After multiplying f by a suitable scalar we therefore obtain 
a g e E 1 for which
(**) max g | = max |g| = 1  , |g(b) < 1 for each b e B
X A
Observe that
||g|| := sup |g(x) | / ||x|| - max |g| = 1,
x*0 A
where for the second equality one may use the first line of (*) - By 
(**) there exists an a e X with |g (a)| - 1. From a e A and
1 “ I g (a) | * Il g II M l  - IIa II
10
we obtain ||a|| = 1. For each s £ co {e^  : i e i} we have |g(s) | < 1 
and from
i|a—s11 = 11g11 ||a-s|| > |g(a)-g(s)| = |g(a) | = 1 = ||a||
it follows directly that {a} U {e^  : i e l} is an orthonorraal set in 
X, a contradiction. Thus, B = A. But then {e^  : e e i} is an ortho- 
normal base of E and, therefore, an infinite orthonormal subset of X 
yielding, again, a contradiction (Lemma 3.1), completing the proof of 
Proposition 3.3.
Note. We now are in a position to give a (negative) answer to the 
question raised by Gruson and van der Put in [2], Problem following 
5.8. Let A be a compactoid in a locally convex space E over K. Does 
there exist a compact x c e with A c co X ? In fact, let E be the 
space Cq with the weak topology, let A {x e c^  : ||x|| £ l}. Then 
A is a compactoid for the weak topology. If A c co X then co X is
»open in the norm topology. X can not be weakly precompact according 
to Proposition 3.3.
PROPOSITION 3.4 In a Banach space E of countable type over K each 
weakly precompact set is -a normcompactoid.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 (i) we may assume that E has an orthogonal 
base. Let X c e be weakly precompact, not a normcompactoid. Then, as 
X, hence co X, is bounded we can find an orthogonal sequence x1#x2,.. 
in co X for which inf ||x || > 0  (Proposition 1.2 (ii) ) . Let
n
D := [Xj/Xjf-J and let P be a continuous linear projection of E 
onto D (Proposition 1.1 (ii)). Consider
A := P(co X).
Then A 3 co (x^Xj,..,) so that A is open in D. Since P{co X) - co PX 
we have A » co PX. A standard argument yields weak precompactness of 
PX in D. We see that A is an open subset of D which is the closed ab- 
solutely convex hull of a weakly precompact set in D. But this is im­
possible according to Proposition 3.3.
We now generalize Proposition 3.4 to members of a large class of lo­
cally convex spaces (Proposition 3.7).
LEMMA
countable subset of x is a compactoid* Then X itself is compactoid
■ ■w  ................" i l l  ^  i—  .................. »  l i n I m  » ^ 1 1  ........................  ■................. I mi  — i m —  i  i n m  i m r f ^ i — ------------------—
Proof. Each countable subset of X is bounded. Then X and co X are 
bounded. By Proposition 1.2 (i) it suffices to prove that each coun­
table set T c co X is a compactoid. For each t e T there exists a
finite set F. c X such that t e co F,.. By assumption F := u Ft t *  ^ . _ tt£T
is a compactoid, hence so is co F and is its subset T.
PROPOSITION 3.6 Let E be ji Banach space over _a spherically complete 
K* Then each weakly precompact set in E is a_ normcompactoid.
Proof. Let X c e be weakly precompact, let Y be a countable subset 
of X. We prove (Lemma 3.5) that Y is a normcompactoid. Set D := [yT. 
It follows from Proposition 1.3 (iii) that the inclusion map E 
is a homeomorphism into with respect to the weak topologies. Then 
Y is weakly precompact in D and, by Proposition 3.4, a normcompactoid 
in D, hence in E.
PROPOSITION 3.7 Let E be either £ locally coiiVfcx space over a. spheri­
cally complete K or _a locally convex space of countable type over K. 
Then each weakly precompact set is ji compactoid.
Proof. Let X c e be weakly precampact. For each continuous seminorm
p the set 7T (X) is weakly precompact in E . Either from PropositionP P
3.6 or from Proposition 3.4 we infer that a normcompactoid
in E^ . Then, almost by definition, X is a compactoid in E.
The previous efforts lead to the following result. (Recall that K is 
not locally compact.)
THEOREM 3.8 Let E be either locally convex space over a^ spherically 
complete K 0£ ji locally convex space of countable type over K.
^  Each weakly precompact set in E JLs precompact (compare Theorem 
2 . 2 ) .
(ii) Each weakly compact set in E i£ compact (compare Theorem 2.3) .
(iii) On (weakly) precompact sets the topology of E and the weak to-
coincide.
(iv) The closure of a (weakly) precompact set in E ¿s identical to 
its weak closure.
Proof. Let X c e be weakly precompact. By Proposition 3.7, X is a 
compactoid. Now Proposition 1.3 (v) yields (ii), (iii) and (iv). To 
prove (i), let U be a neighbourhood of 0 in E. Since the topology 
of E and the weak topology coincide on co X there is a weak neigh­
bourhood V of 0 in E with V il co X c u n CO X. By weak precompact-
n
ness there exist n e !N and x,,...,x e X such that X c u (x.+V).
n i—1 1
For each i e n},
(x.+V) n X c (x .+v)  n co x x +v n co x c x.-HJ.  1 1  1 1
It follows that
n
X c u (x.+U)
1=1 1
and (i) is proved.
Remark 1, (Extension of Theorem 3.8) It is not hard to extend Theo­
rem 3.8 to all locally convex spaces E for which there exists a base 
P of continuous seminorms such that, for each p e P, the Banach spa­
ce E has property (*) ([5], p. 57 . Observe that such a Banach spa- P
ce is polar in the sense of [6], Definition 3.5, as ([5],
|f(x)|
Theorem 5.2) x 1— > sup {— --  : f £ E',f * 0} is a polar norm equi-
ll-ll
valent to the initial norm on E). In particular, the conclusions of 
Theorem 3.8 hold for any Banach space E over K having a bass (e.g.
C(X -» K) where X is compact, nonmetrizable, K not spherically comple-
*
te) .
Remark 2. (A weakly precompact set that is not precompact for the 
norm topology) Let K be not spherically complete, let 1 be the Ba­
nach space consisting of all bounded sequences in K, with the supre- 
mum norm. Then X : = { e ^ ,. * * } (where , e^, —  are the standard 
unit vectors) is not precompact for the norm topology but is weakly 
precompact. (From (1°°) ' - c^ ([4], Theorem 4.17) it follows easily
that lim e = 0 weakly.) Observe that yet the weak and normn “ n
topologies coincide on X I
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